
 
We’ve got a large amount of lewd imagery being added in this release, three pinups, 
seven CG sets (one of which is fully animated, and lots of new h-scenes and story to 
show them off! Hope you all enjoy! 
 
The public version of 0.17.1 includes everything in the 0.18.0 patron version listed below 
except anything marked with (0.18.0) 

Content Guide (0.18.0) 
New Pinups 
Follow the instructions to unlock each one in the gallery. 
 
Throb and Tiny CG Replacement 
Use the gallery to view the new CG in the scene where Tiny and Throb tease Jenna in front of 
the townhall. 
 
Main Story 
After completing ‘Broken Pieces’, return to the Carceburg bar to continue the story. 
 
Townhall Story 
Complete the bar waitress storyline and then go to work in the townhall until you reach the new 
scenes. 



 

Known Issues 
- The big storyline route choice currently does not lock off either of the routes (Hero, 
Slut), but will retroactively lock them off in a future update. 

- There are some props in Carceburg interiors that don’t have any collision. 
- The new townhall scenes are missing from the gallery. 

 
Changelog 

- Added new townhall content featuring a new fully animated CG and a bad end. (0.18.0) 
- Added new main story content featuring a new minigame and five new CG sets. (0.18.0) 
- Added two new h-scenes for when you get caught during curfew. (0.18.0) 
- Added CG replacement for the Tiny and Throb scene in front of the townhall. 
- Added three new pinups featuring Jenna. (0.18.0) 
- Added even more new Carceburg environment art, including lewd signs. 
- Fixed number keys being confusingly displayed as ALPHA keys in input options. 
- Fixed some problems with dialogue autoplay and added an option in the Options menu 

to change its speed. 
- Fixed a problem with the Windows build not properly using OpenGL as a fallback 

graphics API. 


